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Abstract 
 

The approach for analytical modelling operation processes of composed and integrated information systems is 

proposed. It allows to estimate the reliability and timeliness of information producing, the completeness, 

validity and confidentiality of the used information from users’ point of view. In application to composed and 

integrated systems the existing models are developed by introducing the space of elementary events for 

operation processes from system engineering point of view. It is intended for systems analysts for any IS. Some 

effects are demonstrated by examples. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The founder of cybernetics Norbert Wiener in his 

treatise “Cybernetics” wrote that all systems are in 

the main information systems (IS) with feedbacks. In 

other words, any system may be interpreted as a 

system for information processing and the results 

achieved by a system as a consequence of rational 

use of qualitative output information. Today it may 

mean that separate or integrated IS plays a role of a 

brain of any modern system. At the same time in 

overwhelming number of cases the potential of IS 

possibilities (and today to them the possibilities of 

«Smart systems» and the "Internet of things" are 

added) is used only functionally, for example – 

continuous gathering of the information about facts, 

conditions, their analysis and corresponding 

functional actions. But not about predicted quality of 

the complex operation processes of composed or/and 

integrated IS in different conditions. And additional 

extraction of the numerous latent effects from 

implemented technologies and the collected 

information is missed in system life cycle. 

Because of the increased complexity a cardinal turn 

from "manual" optimization of information processes 

(based on performance of the settled standard 

instructions and on expert estimations of developing 

situations) to implementation of scientifically proved 

balanced preventive measures is needed.  It allows 

on the basis of a probabilistic sight forward 

preventively to undertake effective preventive 

measures. Such idea passes through all modern 

concepts and last standards of system engineering 

(for example, standard series ISO 9000, 27000, 

31000, ISO/IEC 15288, 12207, 16085, 17776, etc.).  

Considering, that potential damages and expenses for 

liquidation of consequences of critical influences on 

quality and safety exceed essentially expenses for 

preventive measures, the present researches expand 

and develop the analytical approaches stated in 
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earlier works [4], [7], [12], in application to 

composed and integrated information systems. 

 

2. The analysis of threats and general 

propositions for analytical modelling 
 

Requirements to IS operation in different application 

domain depend on SYSTEM purposes and general 

purpose of IS operation, real conditions, including 

potential threats, available resources, information 

sources facilities and communication requirements 

(see Figure 1).  

The preliminary idea of estimating IS operation 

quality appeared as a result of studying potential 

threats to output information (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Evaluated IS operation quality characteristics 

against the results of threats realization 
 

The results of 

threats realization 
Evaluated IS operation quality characteristics 

To reliability of 

information producing: 

 Non-produced 

information for using in 

consequence of system's 

unreliability 

Reliability of information producing is the property causing 

capability of IS to operate required functions for  information 

producing (or technological operations processing) when operated 

under specified conditions 

To timeliness of 

information producing: 
Untimely used 

information 

Timeliness of information producing is the property causing 

capability of IS to operate timely required functions for 

information producing (or technological operations processing) 

To completeness of 

output information: 

Incomplete used 

information 

Completeness of output information is the used information 

property to reflect conditions of all real objects of IS application 

domain according to specified purposes destination. 

One is composed of a completeness of IS function fulfillment, of 

a completeness of initial information filling and of IS filling by 

data as regards a new objects and processes of application domain 

during operation time. 

To validity of output 

information: Deteriorated 

used information validity, 

including: 

Validity of output information is the used information property to 

reflect real or estimated objects and processes of IS application domain 

conditions with the degree of approximation which is acceptable for 

effective using this information. One is composed of a validity of 

prepared and stored information, processed before composing, of a 

faultlessness and actuality of unprocessed input and stored composed 

information, of processing accuracy by IS software as well as of data 

transmission validity. 

Information faultlessness is the used information property to be 

without random errors and hidden distortions, including distortions as a 

result of unauthorized accesses and viruses influences. 

to actuality of faultless 

information: 

 non-actual  used 

information; 

 actuality of faultless information is the used faultless 

information property to correspond to the current conditions of IS 

application domain objects and processes with the degree of 

acceptable approximation. One is the property causing natural 

process when information is becoming antiquated in due course; 

to information 

faultlessness: 

 used information due 

to random errors missed 

during checking; 

 information faultlessness after checking; 

 

 used information due 

to random faults of users 

and staff; 

 information faultlessness as a result of faultless users and staff 

actions; 

 used information with 

hidden virus distortions; 
 IS protection against viruses influences; 

 used information with 

hidden distortions as a result 

of an unauthorized access 

 IS protection against an authorized access. 

 

To confidentiality of 

used information: 

Non-confidential used 

information 

Confidentiality of used information is the used information 

property to be protected within required period from an 

unauthorized scanning. 

Integral (to IS operation 

processes) from system 

engineering point of 

view: 

The lost system integrity 

System integrity is such system state when system purposes are 

achieved with the required quality 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The place and the purpose of different 

information system operating in a SYSTEM 

 

This is the logical source of probabilistic modelling 

to estimate the reliability and timeliness of 

information producing, the completeness, validity 

and confidentiality of the used information from 

users’ point of view. In application to composed and 

integrated systems the existing models [4], [7], [12] 

are developed by introducing the space of elementary 

events for operation processes (“correct operation” 

and “a lose of integrity”) from system engineering 

point of view. 

 

3. Probabilistic modelling to estimate 

information system processes 
 

3.1 General 
 

In general case a probabilistic space (, B, P) for an 

evaluation of system operation processes is 

proposed, where:  

 - is a limited space of elementary events;  

B - a class of all subspace of -space, satisfied to 

the properties of -algebra;  

P - a probability measure on a space of elementary 

events .  

Because,  = {k} is limited, there is enough to 

establish a reflection k  pk =P(k) like that pk  0 

and 1
k

kp . Such space (, B, P) is built by the 

limited theorems for regenerative processes [1]-[2] 

and also by using principal propositions of 

probability theory and well famous results for single 

and multi-units queuing systems. 

This probabilistic space (, B, P) is the essence of 

the proposed mathematical models for studying IS 

processes according to general proposition above. 
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3.2 Modelling from users’ point of view 
 

The abstract users’ point of view on used information 

is demonstrated by Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Potential threats to output information 

according to general purpose of IS operation 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Decomposition of complex system upto 

subsystems and elements 

 

The proposed analytical models and calculated 

measures are the next [5]-[6], [8]-[11], [13]-[14]: 

“The model of functions performance by a complex 

system in conditions of unreliability of its 

components” (the measures: TMTBF - the mean time 

between failures; PMTBF - the probability of reliable 

operation of IS, composed by subsystems and system 

elements, during the given period; Pman - the 

probability of providing faultless man’s actions 

during the given period); 

“The models complex of calls processing (the 

measures for the different dispatcher technologies 

(for unpriority calls  processing in a consecutive 

order for singletasking processing mode, in a time-

sharing order for multitasking processing mode; for 

priority technologies of consecutive calls processing 

with relative and absolute priorities; for batch calls 

processing; for combination of technologies above): 

the mean wait time in a queue; the mean full 

processing time, including the wait time; Ptim - the 

probability of well-timed processing during the given 

time; the relative portion of all well-timed processed 

calls; the relative portion of well-timed processed 

calls of those types for which the customer 

requirements are met); 

“The model of entering into IS current data 

concerning new objects of application domain” (the 

measure: Pcompl - the probability that IS contains 

complete current information about states of all 

objects and events); 

“The model of information gathering” (the measure: 

Pactual. - the probability of IS information actuality on 

the moment of its use); 

“The model of information analysis” (the measures: 

Pcheck is the probability of errors absence after 

checking;  the fraction of errors in information after 

checking; Pprocess - the probability of correct analysis 

results obtaining; the fraction of unaccounted 

essential information); 

“The models complex of dangerous influences on a 

protected system” (the measures: Pinfl. - the 

probability of required counteraction to dangerous 

influences from threats during the given period); 

“The models complex of an authorized access to 

system resources” (the measures: Pprot - the 

probability of providing system protection from an 

unauthorized access by means of barriers; Pconf. - the 

probability of providing information confidentiality 

by means of all barriers during the given period)1. 

These models, supported by different versions of 

software Complex for Evaluation of Information 

Systems Operation Quality, patented by Rospatent 

№2000610272 (CEISOQ+), may be applied for 

solving such system problems in IS life cycle as: 

substantiation of quantitative system requirements to 

hardware, software, users, staff, technologies; 

requirements analysis; estimation of project 

engineering decisions and possible danger; detection 

of bottle-necks; investigation of problems concerning 

potential threats to system operation and information 

security; testing, verification and validation of IS 

operation quality; rational optimization of IS 

technological parameters; substantiation of plans, 

projects and directions for effective system 

utilization, improvement and development. 

 

3.3 System engineering point of view 
 

According to definition of ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288-

2014 “System engineering is interdisciplinary 

approach governing the total technical and 

managerial effort required to transform a set of 

stakeholder needs, expectations, and constraints into 

a solution and to support that solution throughout its 

life”. It means also a use of scientific efforts for 

rational creation and effective application of complex 

systems. The modern systems consist a set of 

compound subsystems and system elements (their 

number may be tens- hundreds-thousand and more), 

and for each generally should be solved identical 

problems of estimation and optimization information 

processes – see Figure 3. The measures of predicted 

                                                 
1 Note: For simplifying the indexes of measures details are 

not reflected. 
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quality and risks should be commensurable and 

should allow the decision of analysis and synthesis 

problems by criteria "safety-efficiency-cost" in life 

cycle of system elements and systems. 

Considering heterogeneous threats and specific 

methods of control, monitoring and integrity 

recovery in application to integrated IS the next 

proposed general analytical approach is used for 

modelling operation processes from system 

engineering point of view. 

 

3.4 Preliminary modelling before integration 
 

There are proposed two general technologies of 

providing protection from critical influences on IS 

quality or/and safety: technology 1 - periodical 

diagnostics of system integrity (without the 

continuous monitoring between diagnostics) and 

technology 2 - continuous monitoring between 

periodical diagnostics is added to technology 1 - see 

Figure 4. 

Technology 1 is based on periodical diagnostics of 

system integrity, that are carried out to detect danger 

sources penetration  from threats (destabilizing 

factors) into a system or consequences of negative 

influences. The lost system integrity can be detect 

only as a result of diagnostics, after which system 

recovery is started.  Dangerous influence on system 

is acted step-by step: at first a danger source 

penetrates into a system and then after its activation 

begins to influence.  System integrity can’t be lost 

before a penetrated danger source is activated. A 

danger from threats (destabilizing factors) is 

considered to be realized only after a danger source 

has influenced on a system.  

Technology 2, unlike the previous one, implies that 

operators alternating each other trace system 

integrity between diagnostics (operator may be a 

man or special device or their combination). In case 

of detecting a danger source an operator recovers 

system integrity. The ways of integrity recovering 

are analogous to the ways of technology 1.  Faultless 

operator’s actions provide a neutralization of a 

danger source trying to penetrate into a system. 

When operators alternate a complex diagnostic is 

held. A penetration of a danger source is possible 

only if an operator makes an error but a dangerous 

influence occurs if the danger is activated before the 

next diagnostic. Otherwise the source will be 

detected and neutralized during the next diagnostic. 

It is supposed for technologies 1 and 2 that the used 

diagnostic allows to provide necessary system 

integrity recovery after revealing danger sources 

penetration into a system or consequences of 

influences. Assumption: for all time input 

characteristic the PDF exists. Thus the probability of 

correct system operation within the given prognostic 

period (i.e. probability of success) may be computed 

as a result of use the models. For the identical 

damages risk to lose integrity is an addition to 1 for 

probability of correct system operation R = 1 – P. 

There are possible the next variants for technology 1 

and 2: variant 1 – the given prognostic period Treq is 

less than established period between neighboring 

diagnostics (Treq < Tbetw. + Tdiag); variant 2 – the 

assigned period Treq is more than or equals to 

established period between neighboring diagnostics 

(Treq  Tbetw.+ Tdiag). Here Tbetw. – is the time between 

the end of diagnostic and the beginning of the next 

diagnostic, Tdiag – is the diagnostic time. 

For the given period for prediction (Treq.) the next 

statements are proposed. 

  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Some accident events for technology 2 (left – “correct operation”, right – “a loss of integrity” during 

the given period of prediction Treq.) 
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Statement 1 (for technology 2). Under the condition 

of independence for considered characteristics the 

probability of correct system operation for variant 1 

is equal to 

 

   P(1)(Treq) 

    = 1 − ∫ 𝑑𝐴(𝜏) ∫ 𝑑Ωpenetr ∗ Ωactiv(𝜃)
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝜏

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞

0
  (1) 

 

where penetr(t) – is the PDF of time between 

neighboring  influences for penetrating a danger 

source; activ(t) – is the PDF of activation time of a 

penetrated danger source, A(t) is the PDF of time 

from the last finish of diagnostic time up to the first 

operator error.  

Statement 2 (for technology 2). Under the condition 

of independence of considered characteristics the 

probability of correct  system operation for variant 2 

may be equal to: 

 measure a) 

 

   P(2)(Treq.) = N((Tbetw. + Tdiag.) / Treq.)P(1)
N(Tbetw. + Tdiag.) 

                     + (Trmn / Treq)P(1)(Trmn)                         (2) 

 

where  

 

   N = [Тreq./(Тbetw.+ Тdiag.)] – is the integer part,   

 

   Trmn = Treq. – N(Tbetw. + Tdiag.); 

 

 measure b) 

 

   P(2)(Treq) = P(1)
N (Tbetw + Tdiag)P(1)(Trmn),               (3) 

 

where the probability of success within the given 

time P(1)(Treq) is defined by (1).  

For technology 1 the formulas to evaluate the 

measures P and R are the same (see (1)-(3)), 

considering that the time from the last finish of 

diagnostic time up to the first operator error is equal 

to 0, i.e.  

 

   P(1) (Treq) = 1 - penetr  activ(Treq). 

 

The final clear analytical formulas for modelling are 

received by Lebesque-integration of (1) expression 

with due regard to Statements 1-2. 

Comment: The measure a) allows to perform latent 

knowledge mining  in the possibilities and impacts of 

every control because N is integer part. The measure 

b) allows to mine latent knowledge by average value 

of probability on the level of classical PDF. 

The PDF of time between neighboring  influences for 

penetrating a danger source penetr(t) should consider 

the results of  users’ point of view IS operation 

modelling (calculated in time line from 0 to ∞) 

including  the probability of reliable operation of IS, 

composed by subsystems and system elements, 

during the given period (PMTBF); the probability of 

providing faultless man’s actions during the given 

period (Pman),  the probability of well-timed 

processing during the given time (Ptim), the 

probability that IS contains complete current 

information about states of all objects and events 

(Pcompl), the probability of IS information actuality on 

the moment of its use (Pactual), the probability of 

errors absence after checking (Pcheck), the probability 

of correct analysis results obtaining (Pprocess), the 

probability of providing information confidentiality 

(Pconf). The PDF of activation time of a penetrated 

danger source activ(t) should consider the results of 

users’ point of view IS operation modelling the 

probability of providing system protection from an 

unauthorized access by means of barriers (Pprot). And 

the PDF of time from the last finish of diagnostic 

time up to the first operator error A(t) should 

consider the results of  users’ point of view, focused 

on  the probability of reliable operation of IS (PMTBF), 

the probability of providing faultless man’s actions 

during the given period (Pman) and the probability of 

correct analysis (Pprocess).  

As a results of preliminary modelling before 

integration for every compound element the 

probability of correct operation during the given 

period (Pintegr) and risk to lose required integrity 

(Rintegr)2.  

 

3.5. Integration modelling from system 

engineering point of view 
 

The main output of integration modelling for each 

element is probability of correct system operation or 

risk to lose system integrity during the given period 

of time. If probabilities for all points Тreq. from 0 to ∞ 

are computed, it means a trajectory of the PDF 

depending on characteristics of threats, periodic 

control, monitoring and recovery. And the building 

of PDF is the real base to prediction measures P and 

R for given time Тreq. In analogy with reliability it is 

important to know a mean time between neighboring 

losses of integrity like mean time between 

neighboring failures in reliability (MTBF), but in 

application to quality, safety etc.   

For complex systems with parallel or serial structure 

existing models with known PDF can be developed 

by usual methods of probability theory [1]-[3], [9], 

[12]-[13], [15]. Let's consider the elementary 

structure from two independent parallel or series 

                                                 
2 Note: For simplifying the indexes of measures details are 

not reflected. 
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elements. Let’s PDF of time between losses of i-th 

element integrity is Вi(t), i.e. Вi(t) =Р(τi ≤ t), then:  

1) time between  losses of integrity for system 

combined from series connected independent 

elements is equal to a minimum from two times τi: 

failure of 1st or 2nd elements (i.e. the system goes 

into a state of lost integrity when either 1st, or 2nd 

element integrity is lost). For this case the PDF of 

time between losses of system integrity is defined by 

expression 

 

   В(t) = Р(min (τ1,τ2)≤t)=1- Р(min (τ1,τ2)>t) 

          =1-Р(τ1>t)Р(τ2 > t) = 1 – [1-В1(t)] [1-В2(t)];  (4) 

2) time between losses of integrity for system 

combined from parallel connected independent 

elements (hot reservation) is equal to a maximum 

from two times τi: failure of 1st and 2nd elements 

(i.e. the system goes into a state of lost integrity 

when both 1st and 2nd elements  have lost integrity).  

For this case the PDF of time between losses of 

system integrity is defined by expression3 

 

   В(t) = Р(max(τ1,τ2) ≤ t) = Р(τ1 ≤ t)Р(τ2 ≤ t)  

          = В1(t)В2(t).                                                   (5) 

 

Applying recurrently expressions (4)-(5), it is 

possible to build PDF of time between losses of 

integrity for any complex system with parallel and/or 

series structure. 

For example for system, combined  from different IS 

(Figure 5) the formula (4) should be used. The 

correct operation of this system of system during the 

given period (Pintegr) means: during this period of 

prediction both the 1-st and the 2-nd IS will operate 

correctly. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. System of two different IS (serial 

combination) for integration modelling 

 

All these ideas for analytical modelling operation 

processes are supported by the software tools 

“Mathematical modelling of system life cycle 

processes” – “know how” (registered by Rospatent 

№2004610858), “Complex for evaluating quality of 

production processes” (registered by Rospatent 

№2010614145) and others. 

                                                 
3 Note. The same approach is studied also by Prof.  

E. Ventcel (Russia) in 80th, she has formulated the trying 

tasks for students. 

 

4. What latent effects can be discovered by 

the proposed approach? 
 

Example 1 (About Internet). It is clear for every 

enlightened person that the Internet is valuable 

because it allows to discover new knowledge from a 

global human intellect and provide data mining from 

huge information warehouse located in it. It is 

beyond man’s capacity and it is rather difficult for a 

group of people united by a common goal. What 

would be if to entrust information filtering and data 

mining from Internet to a special electronic analyzer, 

which is never tired and able to work around the 

clock? The use of proposed models discovers that 

in comparison with the most experienced man an 

analyzer allows to derive really useful information 

from huge amount of information “trash” dozens or 

even hundreds times as much. Owing to the rational 

Internet use a man’s capacity may be increased 

greatly. These figures characterize the potentially 

achieved global informatization efficiency from the 

data mining point of view. 

Example 2 (Protection against an unauthorized 

access). We will consider the approach to an 

estimation of IS protection against an unauthorized 

access (UAA) and information confidentiality. A 

resources protection from UAA is a sequence of 

barriers. If a violator overcomes these barriers he 

gets access to IS information and/or software 

resources. In the Table 2 there are shown supposed 

characteristics of barriers and mean time of their 

overcoming by a specially trained violator (real 

values of such characteristics may be drawn as a 

result of actual tests or use of other models). It is 

required to estimate IS protection against UAA. 

Approach to the solution. The analysis of computed 

dependencies (see Figure 6 left) shows the next. The 

barriers 1-3 will be overcome with the probability 

equal to 0.63. However, monthly password changing 

for barriers 4-6 allows to increase the protection 

probability from 0.37 to 0.94 but the level of IS 

protection (the first six barriers) is still low. The 

introducing of 7-9 barriers is useless because it does 

not practically increase the level of IS protection. 

The use of cryptography allows to increase the level 

of IS protection to 0.999. This is probability for all 

time of IS operation (i.e. about 20-30 years). It is 

possible to establish a conclusion, that with the use 

of cryptographic devices the achieved protection 

level exceeds similar level of reliability and safety 

for processes from examples above. But according to 

“precedent” principle this level of protection can’t be 

recommended as high for every case. 
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Table 2. Input for modelling 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of protection levels 
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Figure 7. Input for modelling complex safety 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The results of prediction and analysis 
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Let's look on example condition more widely. The 

violator is interested in certain IS resources during a 

given period of time. This period is called the period 

of objective confidentiality. Let’s information 

confidentiality should be provided within 7 days. 

Figure 6 (right) shows how this period influences on 

protection:  

in comparison with the results above the use of the 

first 5 barriers provides confidentiality during 7 days 

on the level 0.98 which is more higher than 

protection by the 9 barriers (0.946 – see Figure 6 

left);  

the use of all the 10 barriers provides the required 

confidentiality on the level 0.99997. It eliminates the 

customer’s risk in providing system protection. It 

explains the role of a considered period of objective 

confidentiality. Its consideration allows to 

understand, that real protection of resources during 7 

days is essentially higher - 0.99997 against 0.999!  

Example 3 (What about safety of complex system?). 

Let’s an IS includes head subsystem and two used 

subsystems 2 and 3 (see Figure 7). A frequency of 

threats is no more than 1 time at hour, average time 

for system recovery is no more than 30 minutes. It is 

required to predict quantitatively the level of safety 

within month and year system operation and to 

reveal its bottlenecks.  

Results of modelling are reflected on Figure 8. With 

monitoring and control within a month all barriers 

are overcame with probability 0.9, and within a year 

– with probability 0.43. Without monitoring and 

control these probabilities decrease to level 0.83 and 

0.29 accordingly. Monitoring is ineffective for 

example conditions. 

Following recommendations are obvious: for safe 

system operation it is expedient, that all subsystems 

are strong equally. The technology of safety 

maintenance in emergency case is necessary. 

Recommendations are supported by the analytical 

modelling. 

Example 4 (What about the possible pragmatic 

effects?). Authors of this article took part in creation 

of the Complex of supporting technogenic safety on 

the objects of oil & gas distribution and have been 

awarded for it by Award of the Government of the 

Russian Federation in the field of a science and 

techniques for 2014. The created peripheral posts are 

equipped additionally by means of monitoring to feel 

vibration, a fire, the flooding, unauthorized access, 

hurricane and also intellectual means of the reaction, 

capable to recognize, identify and predict a 

development of extreme situations. The applications 

of Complex for 200 objects in several regions of 

Russia during the period 2009-2014 have already 

provided economy about 8,5 Billions of Roubles. 

The economy is reached at the expense of effective 

implementation of the functions of risks prediction 

and processes optimization [3]. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

An application of the proposed approach, based on 

the principles of system engineering, appears new 

potentiality for system analysts (from customers, 

designers, developers, users, experts of testing 

laboratories and certification bodies, as well as a 

staff of quality maintenance etc.). It is useful for 

solving such system problems in a life cycle of 

composed and integrated information systems as: 

substantiation of quantitative system requirements to 

hardware, software, users, staff, technologies; 

requirements analysis; estimation of project 

engineering decisions and possible danger; detection 

of bottle-necks; investigation of problems concerning 

potential threats to system operation and information 

security; testing, verification and validation of IS 

operation quality; rational optimization of IS 

technological parameters; substantiation of plans, 

projects and directions for effective system 

utilization, improvement and development etc. 

Owing to preventive measures, recommended by 

using the results of the analytical modelling 

operation processes, the risks in IS life cycle may be 

mitigated and a level of IS quality and safety - 

increased.   
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